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1 the vital role in vehicular communication is best a vital role in vehicular communication is the best 

1 efficiently. The elephant group herding behaviour efficient. The elephant group's herding behavior 

1 The male elephant’s may go away their The male elephants may go away from their 

1 stable route among known routes. By Euclidean stable route among known routes. Euclidean 

1 the obstacles as objective of probability of 

occurrence 

the obstacles as the objective of the probability of 

occurrence 

1 techniques such as Ant Colony Optimization techniques such as the Ant Colony Optimization 

1 simulation works are handled in NS2 tool simulation works are handled in the NS2 tool 

2 users become superior knowledgeable users to become superior knowledgeable 

2 networks and number of useful applications networks, and several useful applications 

2 send data from a source to a node destination are sending data from a source to a node destination is 

2 wireless mode data transmission is occurred wireless mode data transmission have occurred 

2 A lot of study related to the protocols A lot of studies related to the protocols 

2 message on a just vehicular network then messages on a just vehicular network then 

2 few vehicles are not possible in addition few vehicles are not possible also 

2 the protocol of CAEHONE via a data protocol of CAEHONE via data 

2 Section 2 explains the newest investigate reviews Section 2 explains the newest investigation reviews 

2 model is illustrated in the section 3 model is illustrated in section 3 

3 The mechanize the proposal of cluster The mechanized the proposal of cluster 

3 their projected evolutionary sport performance their projected evolutionary sports performance 

3 the heftiness of EGT method and the the heftiness of the EGT method and the 

3 results demonstrates the superior performance results demonstrate the superior performance 
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3 the key parameter with current security the key parameter with the current security 

3 This method designs the secure clustering This method designs secure clustering 

3 VANET architecture in the similar vein VANET architecture in a similar vein 
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4 and it create optimal solution and it creates an optimal solution 

4 The routing algorithm of ituation-Aware The routing algorithm of situation-Aware 

4 optimal path between two nodes. The NP-hard optimal path between two nodes. NP-hard 

4 contribution of the paper is described as below contribution of the paper is described below 

4 Against density of vehicles and high speed  
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